TROOP DRIVER INFORMATION. Must be filled out by each family Annually.

2018/2019

Please return immediately
Scout Name:

_________________________________________________________________________

First Name: _______________________Last Name:___________________________________________________________


__________________________Home

(

)______________________ Work (

) __________________ Cell

Car 1) Year, kind & make of Vehicle: __________________________________________________________________
# of passengers including driver: _______

Inspection expiration date: ____________ License plate: _______________

First Name: _______________________Last Name:___________________________________________________________


__________________________Home

(

)______________________ Work (

) __________________ Cell

Car 2) Year, kind & make of Vehicle: __________________________________________________________________
# of passengers including driver: _______

Inspection expiration date: ____________ License plate: _______________

Driver #1 has an Active/Current Driver License from the State of : ___________________________
Driver #2 has an Active/Current Driver License from the State of: ____________________________
The Vehicles listed above are cover by _______________________ insurance company and that policy expires on ____________
I (we) understand that by participating as a parent/guardian, we will follow all BSA rules. This includes not smoking in front of
any scout, never partake in any alcohol consumption, be a good role model to all boys, and follow the directions given by the
Troop leadership.
I (we) confirm that everyone will wear his or her seat belts whenever my car is in motion.
I (we) confirm that I (we) will follow safe driving practices, follow the rules of the road, and will not deviate from the Troop
itinerary. If I were to deviate from the Troop itinerary, I understand that all liability would befall upon myself and I could expose
myself to a lawsuit.
I (we) also understand that the scouts who drive with me (us) in one direction are not necessarily the same scouts that I (we) will
return with. AND
I (we) will not leave a campout/outing unexpectedly unless in case of an emergency. In case of an emergency, I will advise an
adult leader of the situation and appoint him/her to advise the rest of the Troop. The Troop is counting on me (us) as driver(s) and
I (we) will not leave before checking out with the driver coordinator. (scouts have been left behind w/out rides … please watch
out!)
I (we) promise not to have more scouts onboard than what we have seat belts for.

Signature of Driver 1: ______________________________________________

Date: _________________

Signature of Driver 2: ______________________________________________

Date: _________________

Rev. 8/27/2018

